
Response Who from In Favour 

To whom it may concern  
 
I do not agree with this proposal. MOT test should be every 6 months like it was before and it 
should not matter what age the car is. 
 
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

Hi 
 
Firstly I'm against 4 month mot for 10 year old taxis,as iv mentioned before if the vehicle passes 
mot there shouldn't be a problem some new vehicle's breakdown more than the older one's so age 
should not be a factor as long as mechanically the car is fine,I have a better suggestion 
 
If the 10 year old cars fail mot twice on the first 2 6 month MOTs then they should be reverted back 
to 4 month and I think that should push more drivers to fix there cars before MOT and not getting it 
checked out like you mentioned,iv only had one failure and that was only due to bulbs so I do 
recommend what i have mentioned above to be fair and not asking much but really I would like 6 
months for everyone,we are all going through to cost of living crisis so this would be very helpful. 
 
Thanks Wendy  
 

Driver Yes 

Hi. Wendy. Yes that sounds reasonable Unless the standard falls again  

 

Cllr Yes 

Hi Wendy, 
I think you have made a reasonable suggestion of the way forward with your proposal and I fully 
support the suggestion for Vehicle testing as you described below.  
Regards  

 

Cllr Yes 

Hi 
This makes good sense 

Cllr Yes 

Hi Wendy 
I think this is a fair proposal  

Cllr Yes 



I will support it. 
Best wishes  
 

Good morning 
 
 
I think the 6 month testing would a good idea as most other councils offer this. I think the proposal 
below would be confusing. I myself am a MOT tester and have been testing for over 20 years can 
say that a car can fail on a couple of light bulbs not working so this can up the fail rate. different 
parts of the country have different fail rates on different parts so the stats can be misleading. The 
roads around our local area are probably among the worst I have driven on so this also plays a part 
in the the high fail rate. I think you should at least trial the 6 month testing for maybe 18 months 
and see if it works or not. 
 
Thanks 
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

I totally understand I agree with that.  
 

Driver Yes 

To whom it may concern  
 
I do not agree with this proposal at all. MOT for cars in Hyndburn should be every 6 months no 
matter what age the car is.  
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

That does seem fair.  
 
Kind regards  

Driver Yes 



Hello Wendy,  
 
I believe the cars that are in good condition, regardless of their age should have MOT test twice a 
year to save drivers having to pay each time. Having more tests has pushed drivers to get their 
license from other councils in different towns as they allow them to have older cars. they then come 
to work back here in Hyndburn 
 
Kind Regards, 
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

Hiya Wendy redfern. I still currently hold hyndburn badge but unfortunately due to my financial 
difficulties I couldn't afford to buy another vehicle so it left me with no choice to get a blackburn and 
darwen badge. They get 6 months mot any vehicle age. As I'm aware you have pushed age limit to 
20 year's. I love to licenced my vehicle with Hyndburn council its my home town and staff are 
brilliant karen and Laura. If you any chance can revert from 4 months to 6 months that will be 
brilliant. 
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

I think it be better if vehicle pass then 6 months and if fail then 4 month.  
and age limit extends to 20 year. 
thank Wendy for your hard work. 
 

Driver Yes 

Hi 
 
I am happy with the 6 months Mot.  
 
Can I request a second option of another mot Testing station.  
 
Also I would a suggest removing the age limit on cars as long as they are safe.  
 
Thanks  
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 
conditions 

My view is that I was going to apply for Blackburn badge because of any age and 6 month mot 
interval, but if you do it in Hyndburn then I will wait for the outcome.  
 

Driver Partially 
Would like 6 
month 
licence with o 
additional 



conditions 

 

 


